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The phrase was originally used in early devices such as
electromechanical pinball machines, which would light 
up the phrase with a lamp (lightbulb).The limited space 
available on electromechanical pinball machine displays 
prompted the shortened sentence structure, conveying 
the basic message (“Your game is over”) with minimal 

extra characters. This abbreviated indication of the end
of play became ubiquitous enough during the pinball era 
to be carried over into arcade games. Early video arcade 
games such as Space Invaders have the phrase “Game Over” 
simply superimposed on the screen, while more recent games 
usually have a separate Game Over screen. Some arcade Aa

The phrase was originally used in early devices such as electromechanical
pinball machines, which would light up the phrase with a lamp (lightbulb).
The limited space available on electromechanical pinball machine displays 
prompted the shortened sentence structure, conveying the basic message 
(“Your game is over”) with minimal extra characters. This abbreviated indi-
cation of the end of play became ubiquitous enough during the pinball era to 
be carried over into arcade games. Early video arcade games such as Space 
Invaders have the phrase “Game Over” simply superimposed on the screen, 
while more recent games usually have a separate Game Over screen. Some 
arcade games additionally used the “Game Over” not only to indicate the 
end of the game, but also to signify that the game was not currently being 
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